
Make Renting Fair Campaign Toolkit: Southern Sydney

1. Introduction

About Make Renting Fair NSW

Make Renting Fair NSW is a community campaign. We know everyone deserves a home
that is affordable, stable, healthy, and ‘feels like home’. Working with community
organisations, faith based peaks, unions and directly with renters, the campaign is
focused on making renting fair for the more than 1 in 3 households who rent their home in
NSW.

Advocacy and campaigning

Advocacy is the process of supporting a cause or policy, and building public and/or
government support for that cause or policy. Campaigns are made up of planned
activities that will help shift public and/or government support in favour of the causes or
policies advocated by that campaign.

The Make Renting Fair campaign advocates for renting justice, with a platform of six
policy solutions we want to see implemented in NSW. Your advocacy to decision-makers
and members of the public in favour of this cause and these policies is an important
activity within the campaign.

Using the Campaign Toolkit

This Campaign Toolkit has been created to support individuals and community groups to
advocate for renting justice issues that are important to you. It provides information and
tools to help you effectively advocate to your local decision-makers and other members of
the public in the lead up to the March 2023 NSW election. This includes stories from
renters in your part of NSW, data about renters in your area, information on the
decision-makers in your part of the state, and a guide to handling common objections.

You can use the Campaign Toolkit to advocate on the renting justice issues that most
impact your community, or on all six of the Make Renting Fair campaign solutions.
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3. What does Make Renting Fair stand for?

Make Renting Fair NSW has four key advocacy themes. Each advocacy theme has either
one or two policy solutions that, if implemented, would make renting fairer.

Make Renting Fair NSW knows that all renters need homes that are affordable, secure,
healthy, and that feel like home. These are our four Make Renting Fair advocacy themes.

All renters need homes that are affordable

Nobody should be forced to choose between keeping a roof over their head or putting
food on the table. In NSW, the rules allow landlords to set rents at levels that are
unaffordable for many renters, forcing people to make impossible choices. We think this
can and should change – do you?

Our vision is a NSW where renters can afford to pay our rent without worrying that it will
mean we go without other life essentials.

What needs to change?

While there are a range of changes required, we suggest the following to begin to address
the lack of affordable housing in NSW:

● The NSW Government commits funds to build at least 5,000 new, additional
homes each year for the next 10 years that are genuinely affordable, to begin to
address NSW’s current housing need.

● Introduce stronger protections against excessive rent increases in NSW tenancy
law

All renters need homes that are stable and secure

At the moment, renting laws in NSW allow landlords to evict renters for no reason (‘no
grounds’). This means a landlord can evict for discriminatory reasons or in retaliation
because a renter asserted their rights. And renters aren’t really able to challenge the
eviction to test whether the reason is fair. This isn’t legal in most jurisdictions around the
world. We need to end ‘no grounds’ evictions in NSW to Make Renting Fair.

Our vision is a NSW where renters can live without fear of unfair ‘no grounds’ eviction from
our homes. This must include ending evictions for no reason during a periodic tenancy
(rolling lease) as well as at the end of the fixed term of a tenancy agreement.

What needs to change?

● Replace ‘no grounds’ evictions provisions in NSW tenancy law with ‘reasonable
grounds’ identified through community consultation.
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All renters need homes that are safe and healthy

Everyone needs a home that can keep us safe and healthy, through cold winters and hot
summers, that we can live and move about in without barriers. Unfortunately, many NSW
renters live in homes that don’t meet their accessibility needs. And far too many landlords
fail to properly maintain the standards of the properties that they rent out. Renters also
are more likely to live in homes so energy inefficient they are cold and damp in winter, and
sweltering hot in summer. This can have a big impact on our health and wellbeing.

Our vision is a NSW where renters can live in homes that are healthy through cold winters
and hot summers, and that meet our accessibility needs.

What needs to change?

We need to have some mandatory minimum standards in place to ensure all rental
housing meets basic standards regarding energy efficiency and accessibility.

● Introduce mandatory minimum energy efficiency standards for NSW rental
homes.

● Introduce mandatory minimum building standards that take account of universal
design for general accessibility in the community for all new builds.

All renters need homes that feel like home

A rental is not just a landlord’s investment property, it’s a person or family’s home. Homes
are special, and so much more than just a roof and four walls. All people should be able to
make straightforward choices to make the house we live in a home, including whether or
not to keep pets.

Our vision is a NSW where renters can make simple choices to make the houses we live in
homes, including whether or not to keep pets.

What needs to change?

NSW needs more pet-friendly renting laws. This includes making sure there are no blanket
bans on pets in rental housing, but also that renters can apply for a home without having
to disclose whether they own pets (and potentially opening themselves up to
discrimination).

● Prohibit blanket ‘no pets’ clauses in NSW tenancy law.

The Make Renting Fair 2-pager at the end of this Campaign Toolkit sets out these
campaign themes, vision and solutions in a condensed format to give to an MP in a
meeting (or to anyone else interested in learning more about the campaign!).
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4. Stories

Why are stories important?

Stories are powerful. A story can make an issue more immediate and engaging for a
listener or reader. It can also make a complex or distant issue more accessible and
comprehensible by illustrating the human side to facts and figures. Most people find it
easier to relate to other people rather than pure statistics or ideas. It can also be an
empowering experience for a renter to tell their own story, especially where telling that
story helps drive positive change.

How can we make use of stories?

NSW is in a rental crisis. There are some straightforward changes that should be made to
NSW renting law to help alleviate the crisis. We need decision-makers in NSW Parliament
to understand the human impact of our broken renting system.

As a voter in their electorate, and especially in the lead up to the election, you have a good
opportunity to secure a meeting with your local MP to share renting stories from your
community. In this meeting you can share your own renting story, or a story in this
Campaign Toolkit (or both). This can help illustrate to your MP the human cost of failure to
address the problems renters face.

Renting stories can also be shared with local media. This gets the story in front of
members of the public in your local community, to keep the rental crisis in front of mind
for local voters in the lead up to the election. Other renters in your area may also identify
with parts of the renting stories they are seeing shared in the media, and in turn be
inclined to get involved in advocacy and campaigning.
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Stories from Southern Sydney: Richard’s story

“With a family I have more of an interest in trying to make little changes here and
there to make the house suit us better -  make it a home. But you just can’t when
you’re renting – you never know when you are going to get evicted.

“Whenever you are renting privately – there is a trade-off between asking for repairs
to be done and trying to keep the landlord on side. Every renter goes through that
dilemma every time something breaks. You ask yourself, ‘are we asking for too many
repairs, are the agents going to get fed up with us –put up the rent or just kick us
out?’

“I also feel the lack of security more keenly with having kids. If I was to get kicked out
it’s no longer just an inconvenience to move, it’s a huge upheaval. I’d be moving
house with two young kids.”

Read Richard’s renting story.
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5. Statistics and data

Why are statistics and data important?

Statistics is what it means to prove something with data. Statistics are a tool to group
relevant information and help make sense of it. We use them to identify, analyse and
affect ideas and behaviour. Statistics can play an important role in advocacy and
campaigning for social change.

Using statistics alongside our knowledge of our own experiences can help strengthen our
case, by illustrating the broad scope of the problem and the numbers and data
underpinning our stories.

State of the Renters: statistics and data from Southern Sydney

At the end of this document you will find printable versions of data related to each
electorate in Southern Sydney. The State of the Renters summaries have been created
based on data from the 2021 census. Each electorate’s State of the Renters sheet can
help provide an overview of current rental housing in your electorate, as well as how things
have changed for renters since the previous census in 2016.
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6. Meeting Members of Parliament

Why do we meet with Members of Parliament?

The laws that impact renting in NSW are primarily made by members of the NSW
Parliament. This means that your local Member of Parliament (MP), has a say in what our
renting system looks like.

Your local MP is elected by you and others in your community, to represent you in
Parliament. This means they care what you and other voters in their electorate have to
say: if they do a bad job representing the interests of their constituents, they face
potentially not getting re-elected.

MPs can’t be experts in every area of policy, so there’s a very good chance your local MP
isn’t a renting expert. This means your stories, statistics and policy solutions can help
them learn and understand issues facing their community that they may not have come
across before. If you come to the meeting confident and prepared, you have the potential
to really change their thinking on renting issues.

How to meet with a Member of Parliament

1. Planning

Find some like-minded folk who want to speak to their local NSW MP about making
renting fair. This should include a renter or two, and potentially a tenant advocate or
community worker, to make up your delegation. If you’d like help connecting with your local
Tenants’ Advice Service or others in your area please get in touch via
contact@rentingfair.org.au

Contact your MP’s office (contact details below) to set up a meeting to discuss renting.
Let them know who will be attending. They may offer you a meeting with one of the MP’s
staffers rather than an MP themself – this is still a useful meeting to have.

Make sure you know their political party, and check our rubric below to find out their
positions on the Make Renting Fair campaign solutions. If they’re not a Liberal, National,
Labor or Greens MP, and you’re not sure of their positions, get in touch with the Make
Renting Fair team to find out more information so you can make sure you have an idea of
what the conversation might be like. Email us – contact@rentingfair.org.au.

Delegates should meet before the meeting to discuss who will speak about what, so you
have a plan of attack. Decide whether you want to talk broadly about the rental crisis and
put forward all of the Make Renting Fair solutions, or if there’s a specific topic (e.g.
evictions, or rental affordability) that you want to focus on. Talk to others who know about
the issue so you are confident and can speak easily on the topic – remember, you are the
expert in your experience of the rental crisis!
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2. Logistics

Make sure you’ve got enough time to get to the meeting. If it’s a meeting at NSW
Parliament, allow time to get through security and organise for a staffer to meet you.

Make sure you have the contact details of the MP or staffer you are meeting and the
phone numbers of other people in your delegation in case something changes at the last
minute.

Print a copy of the State of the Renters information for the electorate and the Make
Renting Fair 2-pager to leave with the MP, as well as your contact details or business
card(s).

3. Meeting your MP

Each delegate should introduce themselves. Hand over the Make Renting Fair 2-pager,
State of the Renters information, and your contact info. Give some background about who
you are, what you do, and why you are interested in renting justice.

Talk about why you are involved in the Make Renting Fair campaign, and why these
issues impact people in that MP’s electorate. Share a story about the impact of the rental
crisis – your own story, a story of a friend, client or neighbour (with their consent), or a
story from this Campaign Toolkit.

Keep the discussion focused on the problem and solutions and try not to let the
conversation go on tangents. Time can be limited in these meetings so it’s important to
make the most of it, and some MPs can tend to take over the conversation and take it
off-topic.

Confirm directly whether they support the Make Renting Fair campaign solution(s)
you’ve discussed with them. Offer to find any additional information they may need.

Always be polite and courteous. Thank the person for their time, and remind them how
important the issue is, even if it seems you haven’t convinced them.

4. After the meeting

Make a quick record of the main points – whether they support the campaign, their
arguments, anything of particular interest, any follow ups you promised or offered.

Follow up as soon as you can if you have said that you will.

Contact the Make Renting Fair campaign contact@rentingfair.org.au to let us know how
the meeting has gone and/or to request our support, e.g. information you’d like to pass on
to your MP. Knowing what gets discussed and who supports and opposes helps our
campaign immensely.
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Where does each major party sit on the Make Renting Fair campaign solutions?

Y = support
OA = other announcement
NA = no announcement
N = no support

Liberals/
Labor Greens

Nationals

The NSW Government commits funds to build at least
5,000 new, additional homes each year for the next 10
years that are genuinely affordable, to begin to
address NSW’s current housing need.

NA OA Y

Introduce stronger protections against excessive rent
increases in NSW tenancy law NA NA Y

Replace ‘no grounds’ evictions provisions in NSW
tenancy law at end of fixed term and during periodic
tenancies with ‘reasonable grounds’ identified through
community consultation.

OA* Y Y

Introduce mandatory minimum energy efficiency
standards for NSW rental homes. NA NA Y

Introduce mandatory minimum building standards that
take account of universal design for general
accessibility in the community for all new builds.

N NA Y

Prohibit blanket ‘no pets’ clauses in NSW tenancy law. NA Y Y

Last updated 03/03/2023

*NSW Liberals and Nationals have committed to ending ‘no grounds’ evictions during
periodic tenancies. See more information on page 16 for why this is not enough.

See our election announcement tracker for more information on announcements made by
each major party. Get in touch via contact@rentingfair.org.au if your local MP is from
another party or is an independent, and you want to know where they stand on the issues.
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Electorates and MPs in Southern Sydney

Find out which electorate you live in here.

Bankstown – Tania Mihailuk, Independent

Address: Ground Floor, 9A Greenfield Parade, Bankstown NSW 2200
Phone: (02) 9708 3838
Email: bankstown@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Canterbury – Sophie Cotsis, Labor Party

Address: Suites 201 & 202 Level 2, 308-312 Beamish Street, Campsie NSW 2194
Phone: (02) 9718 1234
Email: canterbury@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Cronulla – Mark Speakman, Liberal Party

Address: Suite 203, 30 Kingsway, Cronulla NSW 2230
Phone: (02) 9527 1477
Email: cronulla@parliament.nsw.gov.au

East Hills – Wendy Lindsay, Liberal Party

Address: 20 Revesby Place, Revesby NSW 2212
Phone: (02) 9772 2774
Email: easthills@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Heathcote – Lee Evans, Liberal Party

Address: Shops 1 & 2, 17-23 Station Street, Engadine NSW 2233
Phone: (02) 9548 0144
Email: heathcote@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Kogarah – Chris Minns, Labor Party (Leader of the Opposition)

Address: Suite 1 Ground Floor, 22-24 Regent Street, Kogarah NSW 2217
Phone: (02) 9587 9684
Email: kogarah@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Miranda – Eleni Petinos, Liberal Party

Address: 577 Kingsway, Miranda NSW 2228
Phone: (02) 9525 6378
Email: miranda@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Oatley – Mark Coure, Liberal Party

Address: 24 Pitt Street, Mortdale NSW 2223
Phone: (02) 9580 9349
Email: oatley@parliament.nsw.gov.au
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Rockdale – Stephen Kamper, Labor Party

Address: 478 Princes Highway, Rockdale NSW 2216
Phone: (02) 9597 1414
Email: rockdale@parliament.nsw.gov.au
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7. Connecting with candidates and MPs in the lead up to the election

In the lead-up to elections, it can be especially effective to connect with sitting MPs as well
as the other candidates for the seat. This can be through requesting a formal meeting, as
outlined above in section 6, however as meetings can be difficult and time consuming to
secure and arrange, there are some other options to connect with MPs and candidates,
including:

● Sending a letter
● Interacting on social media, such as Facebook
● Showing up at community events or campaign stalls that the MP or candidate is

attending or hosting

Sending letters to MPs and candidates

Letters can be a great way to get a message, stories and data across to MPs and
candidates without needing to lock in a meeting with them. Here are some key tips for
writing letters to your electorate’s sitting MP and candidates:

● Personalise the letter to the recipient – include each individual MP/candidate’s
name rather than sending the same letter to all. If you know any details about the
individual (such as a community cause they’re involved in, or which sports team
they support), it can be worth including a reference to it so they take notice.

● Personalise the letter to yourself – tell them your name, whereabouts you live,
including that you are a local constituent, and why the issues you’re writing about
are important to you.

● Include a story – section 4 of the Campaign Toolkit talks about how important
stories are to changing minds. Sharing some of your own story as a renter – or the
story of your kids, friends or neighbours who are renters – can be an effective
campaign tool.

● Include some data or stats – our State of the Renters fact-sheets provide locally
specific data about renting in your electorate: where these MPs and candidates are
seeking election. Have a look at the data, pick out a piece of information that
stands out to you as especially interesting or important for them to understand,
and let them know about it. For instance, if you’re surprised by what a high
percentage of the people in your electorate are renters, the MP and candidates
might be, too – they might not yet be aware how many renters will be voting or why
it’s important to take their issues seriously.

● Ask them for a specific commitment or commitments – let them know that you
want them to commit to doing something about the rental crisis. This might be
asking them to commit to voting in favour of pet-friendly rentals, voting to end ‘no
grounds’ evictions, or to commit to lobbying their own party to support investment
in public and community housing in your electorate. You might be asking for a
number of commitments, or just one that really matters to you. Make sure the
story or stories you tell, and the data you share, help back up why it’s so important
that they make this commitment.

● Thank them for taking the time to consider your letter, and let them know you
look forward to receiving a swift response.
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Interacting with MPs and candidates on social media

MPs and candidates are generally very active on social media – especially Facebook –
during election season. Commenting on an MP or candidate’s social media posts can be a
great, low-barrier, way for you to politely express your concerns and questions about their
positions on renting issues. Note: while expressing frustration about the rental crisis is
completely understandable, it can be more effective to avoid things like swearing and
direct personal attacks towards the MP or candidate, and rather stick to discussing the
issues and why they matter to you as a constituent.

Keeping an eye on MPs’ and candidates’ social media channels can also keep you
informed about any upcoming community events or campaign stalls that they will be
hosting or attending.

Showing up at community events and campaign stalls that MPs and candidates are
attending or hosting

Even if you’re unable to secure a dedicated meeting to discuss renting issues, there are
still ways to be face-to-face with MPs and candidates in the lead up to the election. MPs
and candidates will generally be spending time campaigning in the community ahead of
the election, and will likely notify their social media channels – especially Facebook – of
where they will be and when. This is because they want to have conversations with
constituents: that’s you!

If you go along to a community event or campaign stall that an MP or candidate is
holding, you should:

● Introduce yourself – including that you are a constituent.
● Let them know that you are especially interested in renting issues, and why – this

can be where you share a story and/or compelling data.
● Ask them, face-to-face, for a commitment on one or several renting issues.

This sends a clear message to MPs and candidates that renting issues are important to
the community members that they wish to represent, and that if they want to get elected,
they’ll have to take these issues seriously. The more pressure placed on them in this way
– ie, the more constituents that raise renting issues with them – the more likely it is that
we will see commitments from MPs and candidates to make changes to the renting
system to make it fairer for renters.
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8. Common objections

There are some common objections that people – MPs, other members of the public, and
even other renters – may raise when you discuss renting justice issues with them and
advocate for the Make Renting Fair campaign’s proposed solutions to the rental crisis.

This section of the Campaign Toolkit gives you some of the information you might need to
help you respond to those objections, by myth-busting some common misconceptions
about how the renting system works. You don’t need to raise these issues yourself if they
don’t come up in conversation, but you can use the information here to respond if
objections are raised.

Investment in public and community housing

Objection: shouldn’t the market provide rental housing instead of the Government?

The market is clearly failing to provide adequate rental housing to meet the needs in the
community. Rental vacancy rates are the lowest they have ever been on record, at 0.8%
nationally, and rent prices have been increasing very rapidly. This is leaving increasing
numbers of renters unable to secure a home. Any robust housing system needs a portion
of the rental housing to be provided by the Government to ensure there is a safety net for
those locked out of the private rental market.

Objection: how much would this cost?

Building adequate public and community housing would involve significant investment
from the NSW Government, however the costs to the government of not addressing the
housing and homelessness crisis are extremely high. Ensuring there is adequate social
housing to meet community needs can prevent many other large costs down the track.

Objection: why are you focusing on housing for the extremely low-income people that
live in social housing, and not everyone else, such as those struggling in the private
rental market?

An adequate supply of good-quality social housing creates a buffer, with flow-on effects
on the private rental market, such as downward pressure on rent prices and upward
pressure on standards. Genuine investment in public and community housing would
complement our second rental affordability ask: to introduce fair limits on rent increases.

Introducing fair limits on rent increases

Objection: What about the landlords who are facing costs due to an increase in interest
rates?

Investing in property carries risk, just like any other type of investment. If landlords find
themselves in a situation where they can no longer bear the risk of the investment they
have chosen, then they have the option of selling the property and investing their money
elsewhere. Housing is an essential service that all people need, and renters should not
lose access to that essential service as a result of another person’s poor investment
decisions.
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Ending ‘no grounds’ evictions

Objection: The ‘end of a fixed term’ is a reasonable grounds. Why isn’t getting rid of ‘no
grounds’ during periodic tenancies (rolling leases) enough?

Continuing to allow 'no grounds' evictions at the end of fixed-term agreements leaves a
loophole in place for landlords and real estate agents. A majority of renters (71%) currently
experiencing ‘no grounds’ evictions receive these at the end of a fixed term tenancy. We
have seen in other jurisdictions that landlords and their agents simply shift renters on to
shorter fixed term tenancies to ensure they can continue evicting for no reason.
Addressing the continuing lack of security renters face requires removing the ability for
landlords to end tenancies without a genuine reason, including for those renters on
fixed-term agreements.

For more discussion on why ‘end of a fixed term’ is not a reasonable ground see our blog
End of fixed term evictions are unfair ‘no grounds’ evictions Part 1 and Part 2.

Objection: won't landlords leave the market?

Research released in 2022 found no evidence that stronger protections for renters cause
landlords to leave the market. The research did find that – regardless of tenancy reforms
– there is a high rate of turnover as properties enter and leave the sector. This is because
the Australian rental sector facilitates quick investing and disinvesting – which means that
as properties churn in and out of rental, renters are then churned in and out of their
homes.

If landlords do claim that stronger protections for renters will mean they will disinvest, this
should actually be seen as a good thing: if speculative, incapable investors leave the
sector, then this would make properties available for new owner-occupiers and/or more
committed landlords (especially non-profit providers). Stronger protections for renters do
not cause landlords to leave the market, but even if they did, this would not be a bad thing.

Objection: Isn't it the landlord's property and they should be able to do with it as they
want?

Housing is an essential service. All people need a home. Landlords are given significant
tax incentives and subsidies, and so there are some basic obligations that they should be
required to meet if they are going to be profiting from providing this essential service.

Upgrading rental homes to make them healthy to live in

Objection: Won’t the cost of upgrades be passed through to the renter in higher rent?

Rent costs are not tied to the costs of maintaining a property: landlords already charge as
much in rent as they are able to. If certain upgrades become required across the board,
this just creates a more equal playing field between different rental properties.

Objection: Why not just provide subsidies or support to help landlords retrofit and
upgrade properties? Why do we need mandatory standards for energy efficiency?

Financial incentives for landlords have so far failed to effectively encourage landlords to
improve energy efficiency of rental properties. Landlords don’t just fail to invest in energy
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efficiency, but even where partial or full subsidies are offered fail to take these up.  The
best way to address this is to require properties to meet mandatory minimum energy
efficiency standards.

Ensuring newly built homes meet renters’ accessibility needs

Objection: Won’t the cost of upgrades be passed through to the renter in higher rent?

Similar response to above. Additionally, if homes are built from the start with universal
design principles, this is far cheaper than making renovations over time to meet changing
accessibility requirements.

Objection: People with disabilities are a small, niche group – isn’t the market already
delivering?

No. There are nowhere near enough accessible rental  homes to meet the needs of people
with disabilities. Further, accessible homes benefit far more than a small niche group of
people with disabilities. Anyone can become disabled at any point in their life, especially
as we age. Accessible homes can also help other groups, such as parents with babies.

Keeping pets in rental homes

Objection: What about the damage caused by pets?

Renters pay a bond to cover any potential damage to property, whether this damage is
caused by animals or humans. The current bond system is already effective at covering
the majority of risk at the end of the agreement. In 2021-22 63% of bonds were returned in
full to tenants, and only 12.9% of bonds claimed in full by the landlord. In the rare cases
where damage to property is the renter’s fault and exceeds the bond there are already
processes by which landlords can recoup these costs.

Objection: What about pet bonds?

For the reasons above, there is no reason why landlords should be able to request an extra
bond from renters with pets.

Objection: What about landlords who have animal allergies?

In most cases, the landlord themself never actually enters the property during a tenancy,
and the property can be thoroughly cleaned at the end of the tenancy. So, a landlord’s
allergy shouldn’t be impacted by a renter keeping a pet at their home. In some rare cases,
the landlord may be impacted, such as where the rental is attached to the landlord’s own
residence, or where the allergies are extremely severe. Should the law change to make it
easier for renters to keep pets, there will be provisions in place to allow landlords to refuse
consent for a renter to keep a pet if the landlord would suffer hardship as a result of an
animal living in the property – which would cover these cases.
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9. Contact us

Get in touch if:

● You would like any support or guidance, or if you have any questions.

● You manage to secure a meeting with your local MP or one of their staffers.

● You have campaign ideas, or would like to plan a campaign action in your area.

Contact information:

Email: contact@rentingfair.org.au

Text: 0493 624 672

Website: www.rentingfair.org.au

Facebook: www.facebook.com/MakeRentingFairNSW

Twitter: twitter.com/RentingFairNSW
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